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Int. J. Adv. Res. 4(10), 1963-1967 1964 Introduction:-Cirrhosis is defined histologically as a diffuse hepatic process characterized by fibrosis and the conversion of normal liver architecture into structurally abnormal nodules. The progression of liver injury to cirrhosis may occur over weeks to years. Indeed, patients with hepatitis C may have chronic hepatitis for as long as 40 years before progressing to cirrhosis ( Piekarska et al.
, 2008 ).
Sonography is one of the diagnostic methods used for studying hepatobiliary pathologies, where patients are not exposed to ionizing radiation. It is cheap and easily available, that is why is frequently the first examination performed when liver cirrhosis or portal hypertension is suspected (Vilgrain et al., 1990 ), and with the progress of this field it can even be used in staging of cirrhosis and its complications (Kudo et al.,2008 ) , ( Han and Yoon , 2008 ).
Child-Turcotte-Pugh (CTP) score was proved to be a valid independent predictor and prognostic factor of survival. Class C in the CTP grading was strongly correlated with worse survival. This clinical score is the most commonly used system; and must be taken into consideration for adequate evaluation and staging of cirrhosis ( Samada et al., 2008 ).
According to our best knowledge, there are very few studies investigated the relationship between sonographic portal vein diameter (PVD) and portal flow velocity (PFV) with clinical scoring system. Some studies showed positive relationship and proposed sonography as a good diagnostic modality, while others have totally questioned the role of sonography in diagnosis of cirrhosis Upper GIT Endoscopy was done to detect presence of O.V CTP score used to asses the severity of cirrhosis. As regard clinical data about (36%) of patients had severe ascites, (20%) had moderate ascites,( 22%) had mild ascites and (22%) had no ascites, so there was highly statistically significant difference between different child scores according to ascites ( p value <0.01).
Material and methods:-

Results:-
As regard encephalopathy about (16%) of patients had mild encephalopathy, (16%) of patients had severe encephalopathy and (68%) had no encephalopathy, so there was highly statistically significant difference between different child scores according to encephalopathy ( p value <0.01) .
As regard laboratory data , theresults are shown in As regard ultrasonographic finding in group A , the mean PVD ±(SD) was ( 1.26±0.010) ,In group B , the mean PVD ±(SD) was (1.33±0. 22) In group C, the mean PVD (±SD) was ( 1.27±0.27), so there was no statistically significant difference in PVD between different child scores,there was also no statistically significant difference in PVD according to presence of O.V. As regard SVD , the mean SVD(±SD) was ( 0.90±0.14) in groupA, (1.12±0.31) in group B and (0.97±0.19) in group C , so there was no statistically significant difference in SVD between different child scores( p value> 0.05), Table (1) .
So, the rate of pathologic changes in the portal hemodynamics, as indicated by the sonographic PVD and SVD does not accurately correlate, and does not go in parallel with the rate of progressive deterioration of the heptocellular function, as indicated by the clinical predictors. So, sonographic portal vein parameters cannot be a substitute for clinical grading and staging of cirrhosis; and we cannot propose it as a single acceptable diagnostic indicator in grading liver cirrhosis with accuracy. 
Conclusion:-
According to the results of the current study, it seems that, in cirrhosis, the rate of pathologic changes in the portal hemodynamics, as indicated by the sonographic portal vein diameter (PVD) and splenic vein diameter (SVD) does not accurately correlate, and does not go in parallel with the rate of progressive deterioration of the heptocellular function, as indicated by the clinical predictors. So, sonographic portal vein parameters cannot be a substitute for clinical grading and staging of cirrhosis; and we cannot propose it as a single acceptable diagnostic indicator in grading liver cirrhosis with accuracy.
